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L

L. Is an abbreviation used in botany, placed next to the scientific name of classification by Carol Linnaeus. This abbreviation means that Linius was the first to publish a classification diagnosis in a scientific publication. For example, Pinus L. Sylvestrs means common pine, first described by Linnaeus. Zoology does not
use abbreviations for the names of the authors of the scientific name of the classification. The correct record of the name of animal classification by Carol Linnaeus (along with the year of the first publication), such as the noble deer, is as follows: Cervos elaphus Linnaeus, 1758, meaning noble deer, first described by
Linnaeus in 1758. See also the binominal name of the list of species of abbreviations of the names of botanists and biologists list abbreviations of the names of zoologists source: Ļ ļ Ļ – a letter of the Latin alphabet used in Latvian, describing the word /ʎ/. Pronounced as Croatian Serbian lj, Ll Spanish, Portuguese lh or Gl
Italian. Source: - a letter found only in the Salcinalphabet. This letter is written as L with a semi-comma morpholine character. That means ʎ, a inhabitant similar to me in the word million. Examples: podnikateă - entrepreneur, Figeο, Zan - Slovak politician, former European Commissioner for Education, Training and
Culture 2004-2009, Zaοudí - Slovak political party. Simplification using the comma sometimes occurs in some English texts, such as L'udovit Stur instead of the correct Slovak model Štúr. This misuse is sometimes the result of an OCR error. Footnotes ^ Haschik [viewed 2014-12-13]. Source: from Wikislovnik - a
multilingual dictionary for free go to navigation go to search 6.593 Personen waren hier ansehenSeitentransparenzFacebook möchte mit diesen Informationen Sign Machin, worum es bei dieser Seite geht. Hier erfährst du mehr zu den Personen, die Seiten verwalten und Beiträge darin posten. Alle ansehen Ł This article
from 2017-09 requires verification of the information provided. Reliable sources should be provided, preferably in the form of bibliographic footnotes. Some or even all of the information in the article may be incorrect. It is also free of sources, which can be challenged and removed. For more detailed information about
what needs to be improved you may be discussing this article. After removing the defects, remove the {{Refine}} template from this article. The letter Ł as the unofficial car symbol of Lusatia Ł (el, crossed outside L, L with diagonal line[1]) – the sixteenth letter of the Polish alphabet. It is also found in several Slavic
alphabets (Kashopin, Lower Lustian, Upper Lustian, Belarusian and Ukrainian Latin), as well as Venice, Wilamwicki and Noah. The inhabitant means ɫ or the in Slavic and [ɬ] in Native American languages. The first spell highlight for l appeared in the Treaty of Jacob Parkoszowice in 1440: l suggested a letter similar to,
{\displaystyle \ell, } for the character to with a dash running up, left. The current spelling was presented by Stanisław Zaborowski in Orthographia seu modus recte scribendi et legendi Polonicum idioma quam usesimus published in Krakow between 1514 and 1515. Is the father of the letter z. 1 Th pronounce d'or the
message ł problem playing this file? See help pages. Encoding see the password in Wikileaks in Unicode, the letter L has the following code: L large L: U +0141 L Small: U +0142 W ISO 8859 L is enabled in Latin-2, Latin-7 (Baltic Edge) and Latin-10 (SEO) coding systems. TeXu Ł is written as follows: Large letter L: \L
small: \l pronunciation currently common pronunciation of Ł is rolling,[need footnote], pronounced as U in words such as auto. Pre-war pronunciation of the border, phase, disappears. Footnotes ↑ Robert Prohorse: Style racism in style. Ed. Krakow: D2D. PL, 2008, p. 347. Your response is 978-83-927308-0-4. Source:
from Wikislovnik - free multilingual dictionary Go to navigation go to search 1. « Non-letter letter or consonant 2. « « Front teeth, sonorous, hard or non-consonable character » 3. The message in numbering the order: 13th 13th
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